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In the latest collection from award-winning editor Rachel Kramer Bussel, sex toys take on a life of

their own as they bring couples, singles and strangers to new heights of pleasure. From two couples

who happen to share the same remote controlled device, to some very hot rocks, a perfectly icy

bed, a Superman dildo, and a day in the life of a very lucky vibrator. This fun collection will give you

plenty of ideas for toys you&apos;d like to try, and ones you wish someone would invent! From "The

Secret Shopper" and "The Cure for the Common Lay," these stories in Come Again are best read

with your favorite sex toy handy.Sex toys are more popular than ever and make life so much more

fun! Nowadays, there are sex toys for every occasion and every act. And, to add to the joy of toys,

they also come in all sorts of playful designs, from sweet little bunny vibrators to glamorous glittery

harnesses, feather light smackers to heavy duty paddles. Whatever your favorite playtime is, you

can probably find exactly the right toy--or make your own! Rachel Kramer Bussel, toy enthusiast and

self-confessed spanko has gathered a delightful set of stories sure to give you ideas to try at home,

or wherever your nearest toy box may be!
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Inspired me to add to my own toy collection.*LOST & POUNDED: a story with a real 'happy

ending'*IN THE PINK: a new variation in office relationships*DALIA'S TOY: a real 'toy'

story*VEGETABLE LOVE: gourmet guide for marinating sumptuous vegans*BIKERY: a definitely

'novel' story - the best of the best*STANDARD OF CARE: should be a doctors creed

These were fun stories! I would like to find another book like this. Toys are fun and even more fun

together!

Hot stories, just long enough to jerk-off too.Lovely stories about Toys for Twats (and bungholes,

too!)

It's ok

A very good book. Couldn't put it down.

No story longer than a chapter. No characters to love or hate.No reason to read more than one

vignette after another until boredom sets in.

"Come Again" is an anthology of 24 erotic stories of with the use of a sex-toy in mostly heterosexual

pairings in a range of scenes from vanilla to light-kink.Although many other stories are written about

the use of vibrators on women, this anthology has stories with others (even ones not usually thought

of as as a sex-toys).Although one can research the general intended use for a sex toy, there is little

information on how they are used. Some readers might consider ANY scene that has the use of a

sex-toy as kink but some of the "toys" in these tales are common everyday items put to creative

uses. Sex toys are no longer for the "down low" but are widely available in "proper" sex shops

and...hardware stores. The anthology illustrates the range of possibilities of how sex-toys are used

in erotic encounters.Another consideration is that some guys still think the use of a sex toy is a sort

of failure of the male apparatus. These stories illustrate how toys are a supplement and not a

substitute for erotic encounters. One story (E. Bellamy's "Superman Dildo") deals with this issue

directly. Sybil Rush's "Standard of Care" illustrates how a "medical" device leads into deeper sexual

satisfaction.Ms. Bussel has an apparent knack for selecting really hot erotica...or has connections to

some of the best erotica writers (she also writes a very engaging tale in this anthology). The tone of



the stories are sex-positive and not the usual male-centric porn from the past.For potential readers

who think sex-toys are too "racy" check out Susan St. Aubin's "Vegetable Love", Corrine A. Silver's

"DaliaÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Toy", Dena Hankins' "Gift" or Elizabeth Coldwell's "Prickles".I was really

moved by Rachel Kramer Bussel's "Claws Out" on how a sex-toy can deepen the bond between

two people. Corrine A. Silver's "DaliaÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Toy" is a tale about a character you think

"would never" dive into kink with her willing partner, but does. I could also relate to Oliver

Hollandaize's "Bikery" as I know girls who fix their bikes and ride through the same neighborhood as

the story is set in.The writing quality is excellent (only a few minor typos). I rate the anthology

as:fiction: 5/5erotica: 5/5 (hot!)writing: 5/5I received an ARC for an honest review.

S-x toys have always been my thing. I mean whatever makes s-x better or simply just something

different from the usual is great in my book. This collection of erotica went above my expectations. I

liked that some stories included known toys however others focused on futuristic ideas of toys and

everyday objects as toys. If you enjoy erotica and s-x toys, then you should pick this one up. I have

read most of Rachel Kramer Bussel's erotic story collections and have yet to be disappointed.As

always some stories did stand out to me, those were :Surprise by Katya HarrisLost and Pounded by

Zee GiovanniVegetable Love by Susan St. AubinThe Cure for the Common Lay by Valerie

AlexanderClaws Out by Rachel Kramer BusselSex Kitten by Errica LeikosThe Secret Shopper by

Kitten BohemeMust Love Dolls by Giselle RenardeMy Life as a Vibrator by Livia EllisAll of the

stories were good, but like I mentioned these were my favorites. Again, I really enjoyed this read.
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